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Bonkers has developed a new type of video game system in which the player is also
the creator. Step into Bonkers and create the game you want to play how you want to
play it. With 18 different genres of video games templates, 18 types of gameplay, and
10 maps to play in, and the possibilities are endless. Gaming will never be the same.
Accessibility is dedicated to making smart phones and tablets accessible to everyone.
With a simplified, yet powerful, interface that focuses the user on the apps and settings
critical for them, the Accessibility app makes any smart phone or tablet easier and more
intuitive for seniors, for people with physical disabilities, for everyone.
Ghostpower believes the days of being tethered to electrical outlets are numbered.
Utilizing patented technology that harnesses electromagnetic waves, the Electro
Tower™ is able to charge your phone, your tablet, or your laptop without the cord. As
our lives become more and more mobile, why are we still hanging around waiting for our
batteries to recharge? Cut the cord and go!
Simple Testing has revolutionized the treatment of diabetes with their new saliva
glucose monitoring system. Simply place the tester in your mouth for a few moments
and your blood glucose level immediately appears. And, with our innovative smart
phone integration, users can monitor and take power over their health and wellness in
ways previously unimaginable. With Simple Testing there is “no pain, no blood, just
results.”
Inspir3D puts the power of true sight into the hands of doctors everywhere. With
patented zoomable, rotatable, and ultra-responsive three dimensional holographic
imaging, MRI results appear in real space, respond to real touch, and provide real
insight into the treatment of patients. With Inspir3D, doctors will put all of their senses to
work on the problem.
Case Clothes aims to revolutionize the way people shop for clothes with a completely
customized experience ensuring the best fit in the best fashions for everyone. The Case
Clothes body scanner creates a precise, individual avatar connected directly to our
extensive database of clothes from major manufacturers, allowing users to preview
styles and order with one click. No more hoping those jeans will fit. No more hours in
the dressing room. With Case Clothes, the fit is right, every time.
Sonic Vision’s Bat Lens uses patented sonar vision technology to create a 3D
environment for the wearer, allowing them to see in pitch black conditions. The
applications for first responders, tactical police units and the armed forces are game
changers. Whether within dark interior spaces, or in the dead of night, the Bat Lens
provides the intel needed to accomplish the task with confidence.

Smartshop utilizes the power of the smartphone and simple Barcode scanning
technology to change the way grocery shopping is done forever. Smartshop will guide
customers through a personalized grocery shopping experience. With the help of
Smartshop’s scanning feature consumers will be able to instantly gain access to
approachable nutritional facts and recipe suggestions. Moreover, smartshop will offer
this data while simultaneously making provisions and suggestions for the consumer on
a budget.
The NeverLost bracelet is an evolution in safety that will give the ability to know where
your child is in public with the comfortability and convenience of your smart phone.
Using mapping software and GPS technology already located in smart phones, the
Neverlost bracelet uses Micro-GPS™ technology to keep track of your child in crowds
easily, safely and without worry, giving you and your child the freedom you deserve.
Jetstream jet pack rides represent the next generation of high adrenaline amusement.
Using highly pressurized water jets, groups of riders will experience individually
controlled flight up to 30 feet in the air with the ability to swoop, dive, and climb freely.
Speed. Power. Freedom. Adrenaline. Jet packs? Hell yeah!
Sexy Soles is set to change the way women wear shoes forever. The patented Sexy
Sole built-in footbed creates a customized fit for women wearing high heel shoes that
eliminates bunions, hammer toes, back pain and other common maladies associated
with women’s fashion shoes. There is now no more need to compromise between
comfort and look, there is only Sexy Soles.
Vital Success fully immersive virtual reality software is designed for students and
individuals with special needs to provide the training, experience and confidence to
approach real world tasks independently. With fully interactive and immersive modules
focused on every day skills, interpersonal skills, and job training, designed to help
individuals live rich, independent lives, Vital Success is betting on a bright future for all
of our children.

